The problem of non-distorting compression (or coding) of sequences of symbols is considered. For sequences of asymptotically zero empirical entropy, a modiÿcation of the Lempel-Ziv coding rule is o ered whose coding cost is at most a ÿnite number of times worse than the optimum. A combinatorial proof is o ered for the well-known redundancy estimate of the Lempel-Ziv coding algorithm for sequences having a positive entropy. ?
Introduction
Lempel and Ziv [18, 19] o ered methods of coding (hereafter called LZ77 and LZ78) which were widely applied to the data compression problem since then. Nowadays, a lot of modiÿcations of these ideas are known [1, 4, 5, 9, 13, 14, 17] . Using algorithms based on Lempel-Ziv type rules in software development pushes interest to theoretical bounds on the quality of compression provided by these rules. In recent years, asymptotic estimates were obtained for the coding redundancy of various modiÿcations of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm [8,10 -12,15,16] . The estimate of special importance for practice is that of empirical redundancy R(f; x n 1 ) of a coding f of a sequence x n 1 consisting of n symbols from a ÿnite alphabet. The value R(f; x n 1 ) is deÿned as the di erence between the length of the code f(x The best known redundancy estimates for the Lempel-Ziv method belong to Savari [11, 12] : CH (x n 1 ) log log n log n (1 + o (1)) (2) as n → ∞ and lim n→∞ H (x n 1 ) ¿ 0, where C = 2 and f 1 and f 2 are obtained according to LZ78 and LZ77, respectively. By log we mean the logarithm to the base 2. However, there exist examples of non-periodic sequences x (x where the coding f is obtained by LZ77 or LZ78.
In the present paper, we o er a coding rule combining the algorithms LZ77 and LZ78. For a coding f built according to this rule, the redundancy estimate (2) holds for C = 1 if lim n→∞ H (x n 1 ) ¿ 0, and the redundancy estimate
holds for an arbitrary non-periodic x. So, unlike LZ77 and LZ78, the algorithm o ered guarantees the code of a sequence to be at most a ÿnite number of times longer than its empirical entropy.
Besides, we o er a direct combinatorial proof of (2) with C = 1 for LZ78 and C = 3 for LZ77. The estimates obtained are somewhat worse than the known estimates (1) and (2) resulting from more cumbersome methods of probability theory.
Basic deÿnitions
Let A = {a 1 ; : : : ; a |A| } be a ÿnite alphabet, and A * = ∞ n=1 A n be the set of all ÿnite sequences of letters of A. Given words x; y, we denote their concatenation by xy. The word consisting of letters of a word x = a i1 : : : a in starting with the lth letter and ending by rth one will be denoted by x r l ; so, x r l = a i l : : : a ir . The word consisting of letters of x following a subword y will be denoted by x(y) = a i1 : : : a im ; so, for each letter a ij ; 1 6 j 6 m, occurring in x(y) there exist words x l 1 and x n r such that x = x l 1 ya ij x n r . The length of x will be denoted by |x|.
The empirical entropy (of order 0) of a word x n 1 ∈ A n (see [6] ) is
where r i is the number of occurrences of a i to x n 1 . Using the Stirling formula and (3), we obtain
where (x n 1 ) ¿ 0 and (x n 1 ) 6 (n) → 0 as n → ∞. The empirical entropy of order k of a word x n 1 ∈ A n (see [3] ) is the value
where n(y) = |x In what follows, we shall use the preÿx code (n) for positive integers o ered by Elias [2] . (For similar earlier codes, see [7] .) For each positive integer n, we have | (n)| = 2 log( log n + 1) + log n + 1:
The (empirical) redundancy of order k of a coding f for a word x n 1 is
Let us consider the set X (x n 1 ) ⊂ A n consisting of words in which the number of occurrences of a i ; 6 i 6 |A|, is the same as in x n 1 . Then for every preÿx coding f and x ∈ A ∞ the equalities (4) and (7) imply
Analogously, it can be shown that
where X k (x n 1 ) ⊂ A n is the set of z ∈ A n such that z(y) and x n 1 (y) have the same set of frequencies of letters for all y ∈ A k .
Lempel-Ziv coding rule and its modiÿcations
The algorithm LZ77 [18] consists in dividing the word x n 1 ∈ A n to be coded to subwords i ; 1 6 i 6 m, as follows. Let a preÿx of x n 1 be already divided, i. e., let it be equal to the concatenation of subwords 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; i and x is the triplet (r i − l i ; n i ; p i ). For example, the sequence a 2 a 1 a 2 a 1 a 1 a 2 a 1 a 1 a 2 a 2 divides to subwords a 2 ; a 1 ; a 2 a 1 a 1 ; a 2 a 1 a 1 a 2 a 2 and is coded by the sequence of triplets (0; 0; 2); (0; 0; 1); (2; 2; 1); (4; 3; 2). We write the ÿrst number in a triplet (r i − l i ; n i ; p i ) by the coding , and the second and third ones as binary numbers of length log n + 1 bits and log|A| + 1 bits, respectively. Then due to (6) we have
where the coding f 1 is built by the rule LZ77, and m is the number of subwords i to which the sequence x n 1 is divided by the algorithm LZ77. By the construction, f 1 is a preÿx coding.
The di erence between the algorithm described above and LZ78 [19] is that in the latter, at each step we choose the longest preÿx of x n li coinciding with some subword j ; j ¡ i, and add a letter to it, i. e., i+1 = j a pi . The code of a subword i+1 is deÿned as the pair (j; p i ). For example, the sequence a 2 a 1 a 2 a 1 a 1 a 2 a 1 a 2 a 1 is divided to subwords a 2 ; a 1 ; a 2 a 1 ; a 1 a 2 ; a 1 a 2 a 1 and is coded by the sequence of pairs (0; 2); (0; 1); (1; 1); (2; 2); (4; 1). The LZ78 coding f 2 is deÿned as the sequence of pairs (j; s), where the ÿrst number of the ith pair is written by log i + 1 binary bits, and the second one by log|A| + 1 binary bits. Then
where m is the number of subwords i to which x n 1 is divided by LZ78. By the construction, f 2 is a preÿx coding.
The modiÿcation of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm o ered here (and from now on denoted by LZP) is based on both methods LZ77 and LZ78. When choosing the next subword, we always use LZ78 or LZ77; the latter is chosen only if n i ¡ r i − l i . The ÿrst or the second method is pointed by 0 or 1, respectively; each time we select the method that extracts the longer subword. The subwords are coded by the same way as in LZ78 and LZ77; the only di erence is that in the second case, log(r i − l i ) bits are used to code n i . For example, the word a 1 a 2 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 2 will be divided into the words a 1 ; a 2 ; a 1 a 1 ; a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 2 and coded by three triples and a quadruple (0; 0; 1); (0; 0; 2); (0; 1; 1); (1; 4; 2; 2). Clearly, the length of the code |f 3 (x n 1 )| in the LZP algorithm is bounded as follows:
where m 1 is the number of subwords obtained by the ÿrst method, B 2 is the set of all subwords obtained by the second method, and m = m 1 + |B 2 | is the number of all subwords into which the word x n 1 is divided. The coding f 3 is a preÿx one by the construction, as well as f 1 and f 2 .
All subwords of x n 1 obtained by the algorithms LZ77, LZ78, and LZP are distinct, possibly except for the last subword, which can coincide with one of the previous words. In what follows, to simplify the calculations, we suppose that all the subwords, including the last, are distinct.
Main results
The following lemma will be used to estimate the coding redundancy of the algorithm LZP for sequences with asymptotically zero entropy. 
Proof. Let us denote i = z i i ; where z i is the subword consisting of k letters standing directly before i in x n 1 (for several initial i ; the subwords z i may consist of fewer letters). Suppose that y ∈ A k and i (y) contains di erent letters. Then it follows from (3) that
Since y∈A k | i (y)| = | i | and | i | ¿ |A| k ; there exists a y ∈ A k such that
If i (y) contains the last letter of i ; then; according to the LZP algorithm; i (y) contains at least two di erent letters; and inequality (11) holds. Let i (y) do not contain the last letter of i and be a power of some one letter a i(y) . Let y =a i1 a i3 : : : a i k . Consider the word y 1 = a i2 a i3 : : : a i k a i(y) . Then from the deÿnition of y 1 it follows that
2): If y 1 is not a power of one letter; then (11) holds. Otherwise; let us deÿne the letters y 2 ; y 3 ; y 4 ; and so on similarly to y 1 ; that is; y 2 = a i3 : : : a i k a i(y) a i(y1) ; etc. Since y j ∈ A k ; the sequence y 1 ; y 2 ; y 3 ; : : : is either ÿnite or periodic. If it is periodic; then all k-element blocks of the subword i are elements of y 1 ; y 2 ; y 3 ; : : :; contradicting the LZP algorithm of choosing i . Thus; if | i | ¿ |A| k ; then there exists a word y ∈ A k for which (11) and (12) hold.
Since the function log x is convex, it follows from the Jensen inequality and the deÿ-nition of entropy (3) that
Then (5), (11), (12) , and the last inequality imply the statement of Lemma 1.
The redundancy estimate for the Lempel-Ziv coding is based on the following statement: 
where n(y) = |x 
Each word (x 
It follows from the deÿnition ofˆ i that the number of di erent words y ∈Â k \ A k contained inˆ i is not greater than k|A|. Using (4), (13), (14), we get The statement of Lemma 2 now follows from (5), (15) , the inequality log m! ¿ m log m− m=ln 2 and the last inequality.
In the next lemma, we obtain a lower bound for the number of distinct subwords to which the word can be divided.
Lemma 3. Let 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; m ∈ A * ; where i = j for i = j; then
Proof. Since the number of the words i of length k is not greater than |A| k ; we have
The lemma is proved. Now let us estimate the redundancy of coding the sequence having asymptotically positive entropy. Theorem 1. Consider A = {a 1 ; : : : ; a |A| }; x ∈ A ∞ ; and an integer k ¿ 0 such that
where C = 1 for the codings built according to the rules LZ78 and LZP; and C = 3 for the coding built according to LZ77.
Proof. Let the algorithm LZP divide a word x n 1 ∈ A n to subwords 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; m . Since m i=1 | i | = n; and log x is a convex function; it follows from the Jensen inequality that
Analogously; since log log x is a convex function; we have
Now (10); (16) and (17) 
where m 1 and m 2 are the numbers of subwords selected from x n 1 by the ÿrst and the second rule; respectively.
Since −t log(t=c) 6 c for c ¿ 0 and t ¿ 0, we have 2m 2 log n=m 2 6 m 2 log m + 2 (n= √ m). Since all i are mutually distinct by the construction, it follows from Lemma 2, (7), (16) - (18) and the last inequality that
where C ¿ 0 is a constant. Lemma 3 implies that m=n → 0 as m → ∞. Using (19) , we obtain that lim sup n→∞ R k (f; x 
as n → ∞, where the coding f is built by LZ78. Let x be the sequence on 2 letters deÿned as follows: x i = a 1 if i = 2 k for some integer k, and x i = a 2 otherwise. Then it follows from (3) and (5) that H 1 (x n 1 ) = (log 2 n=n)(1+o (1)). The algorithm LZ78 divides this sequence to at least √ n subwords, since the lengths of subwords cannot grow faster than the members of some arithmetic progression. Then it follows from (9) that |f(x Now Theorem 2 follows from (21) and the two last inequalities.
